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About Erik and our NEW area
With over 35 years of experience, since he was in his early twenties, Erik has
hunting and fished all of the Americas from The North Pole to the
Patagonia. Erik was one of, if not the best outfitters in Colombia for dove
hunting in the 70s and 80’s and has since guided sportsmen in Bolivia and
Paraguay which he still has a pigeon operation in.
Both Erik and Stafford Adventures are excited to inform you of his new and
unique fishing operation in the jungles of Colombia called Las Lagunas
Fishing Glamp. This new operation is very close to where his father Kjell von
Sneidern established the first world records for Peacock Bass in the late 70´s
on their “Arc of the Orinoco” floating fishing lodge.
With the new treaties with the rebels, Erik’s and his new “Glamping" camp
will be fishing areas that have been untouched for over 20 years for some
GIANT Peacock Bass. There are many lagoons in this area that no
fisherman has ever fished and where fish have never seen an artificial lure. Arc of the Orinoco
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Over the past ten or years everybody has been crazy about going to the Rio Negro in Brazil to 
catch some of this incredibly strong fighting monsters, but very few people ever noticed that the 
Rio Negro is born in Colombia in the GUAINIA Department which is very close to where we have 
be called a FISHING GLAMP our New “Las Lagunas Fishing Camp or “Glamp” which it is actually 
as every fisherman will their own private tent complete with bed and sitting area. Erik and his 
lovely wife, Ana Maria will personally take care of you in this 6 day adventure fishing trip. If 6 
days of  fishing is too long, no problem as we easily can shorten the trip to three days and even 
add days if you desire more incredible fishing time on the water!

We just arranged exclusive rights from the local tribes to the area a month ago, and even 
without it being in the ideal low water level conditions we caught numerous Peacocks and lost 
some Monsters as we were fishing in trees where the big fish were lurking! While we honestly 
have no recent pictures to show of big fish being caught, the natives talk about 30 pound 
peacock bass and I have seen photos of a Colombian fish that was weighed at 30 pounds but 
unfortunately it was speared and not caught on a rod and reel. Look for many records to to be 
broken in the first couple of years! Payara’s? We have plenty of those as well
but again, this area has not been fished in years and I am sure with amount
of rapids and fast moving water in the drainage, we will be make headlines
for catching monsters of these toothy fish as well.
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Over the past ten or years everybody has been crazy about going to the Rio
Negro in Brazil to catch some of this incredibly strong fighting monsters, but very
few people realize that some of the Rio Negro head waters are in Colombia from
the GUAINIA Department which is where we have our New “Las Lagunas Fishing
Camp or “Glamp” as every fisherman will have their own private tent complete
with full sized bed bed and sitting area. Erik and his lovely wife, Ana Maria will
personally take care of you in your 3, 4 or 6 full days of adventure fishing.
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The Trip!
The following is a typical 3 day fishing day,
extra days can be added and the trip can
be customized to fir your groups needs

Day 1 Arrival into Bogota, Met and transferred to a Hotel. Rest of day and
evening open to exploring the City.

Day 2 Early morning transfer to the airport for your commercial flight to
Puerto Iniridia, the fishing area. Once you arrive Erik or one of his staff will
meet you and transfer you to the fishing camp by swift boat. The rest of the
day is open to fish or just relax and get acclimated to the surroundings.

Days 3, 4 and 5 These are full fishing days. After a hot breakfast you are off
to catch the might peacocks. Depending on where you are fishing and
groups desires, you will either return to the camp for lunch or we will send
lunch with you.

Day 6 Depending on your flight schedule, you can fish a little in the morning
before returning to Puerto Iniridia for your flight back to Bogota.
You will met again at the airport and transferred to your hotel
where you will have the rest of the evening to enjoy Bogota.

Day 7 This morning you will be transferred back to the airport
for your flight back to the States.

The Trip!



The Accommodations
Las Lagunas Lodge consists of Six (6) 

10 x 20 Single Occupancy guest tents 
all with private decks and Full Sized beds. 

We even have fans and electricity for 
those who need to charge their batteries 

or use CPAPs!
The Main Lodge has a dinning and 

gathering area along with a open bar and 
TV so everyone can upload their photos of 

the day or watch videos.
The Bathrooms are in a separate area with 
two flush toilets, two showers and two sinks.



The trip fee is $2795.00 for the 7 day, 6 night adventure
with THREE FULL DAYS of fishing!

(Additional days are $550.00 per day)
the two potential half days are at no additional charge. 

The package includes all transfers as mentioned in the Itinerary, two nights
accommodations in Bogota (double occupancy), round trip air from Bogota to Puerto
Iniridia, all fishing licenses and permits, 4 nights at the Las Lagunas with SINGLE OCCUPANCY,
all meals and limited open bar with beer, rum and wine at the lodge.

Not Included are your meals, drinks and activities while you are in Bogota other than
breakfast the last morning at the hotel, your flights from the States to Bogota, Gratuities,
phone calls and items of a personal nature.

Fishing equipment is available on a limited bases so we strongly suggest that you bring your
own tackle and lures as we are still building up our inventory. Eventually we will have a fully
stocked pro shop but again, you are better off bringing your own lures as selections on hand
can change rapidly at the camp. We will send out a suggested list of tackle before your trip
as well as a update on what's hot and not.
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